PRINCETON UNIVERSITY CONCERTS will expand its digital offerings for the remainder of the 2020/21 season to replace planned in-person concerts, many of which will be rescheduled to future seasons. In an effort to prioritize music’s capacity to serve as a source of comfort and connection during these difficult times, the University’s performing arts series has recast all of its virtual programming to directly address socially relevant topics.

**Breathe in Music: Together**

Once a month, we will also *Breathe in Music: Together* in a ticketed communal experience of the podcast episodes. After a group listening session, engage in a conversation about mindful listening with the participating world-class musicians.

---

**Conversations With Helga Davis**

The multidisciplinary artist and incomparable WNYC host converses with artists who have confronted and adapted to the challenges posed by COVID-19, focusing on the resiliency and hope inherent within the performing arts, and the impact this time will have on the role of the arts in our society in future.

---

**Sing For Today With Joyce DiDonato**

The GRAMMY Award-winning mezzo-soprano responds to current events and global concerns through the lens of song and conversation in this video series calling on great songs to permeate profound events of the present day.

---

**Next Watch Party: Leading Ladies**

Sunday, March 28, 2021 - 3PM
Ksenjia Sidorova, accordion
Cristina Pato, bagpipes
Bridget Kibbey, harp
Jess Gillam, saxophone

We continue our series of professional-produced virtual concerts with a program featuring today’s “Leading Ladies” of classical music, presented in celebration of Women’s History Month. This concert will take listeners across the world in a showcase of instruments often overlooked in the classical mainstream, followed by a group discussion and live Q&A with these fearless champions.

---

**And More!**

During this time, Princeton University Concerts will also continue to prepare for outdoor musical experiences in warmer and safer conditions, and develop co-curricular programs with Princeton University students.

---

In the meantime... More information about all of these initiatives will be posted on Princeton University Concerts’ newly redesigned website, princetonuniversityconcerts.org, to be launched very soon.